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Abstract 
A methodological approach to the design of structured knowledge models for 
natural language processing (NLP) applications is presented. It takes the inherent 
interdisciplinarity of this area into account and deals with the linguistic knowledge 
involved in these systems. The key features of the modeling methodology comprise 
the decomposition of linguistic knowledge sources in specialized sub-areas to 
tackle the complexity problem and a focus on cognitive architectures that allow for 
modularity, scalability and reusability. This methodology is operationalized 
through a tool that allows software development of real knowledge-based 
applications in a modular way. Text interpretation for conceptual database 
modeling is described using this methodology, extracting the relevant information 
for application purposes by using different linguistic cues and by following various 
analysis paths. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

We present a methodological approach to the design of structured knowledge 
models for natural language processing (NLP) applications. This approach accounts 
for the . inherent interdisciplinarity of this area and the complex linguistic 
knowledge needed for these systems. 

Three research directions in linguistic engineering technology need special 
attention. These are ( 1) construction of NLP systems from an engineering point of 
view, that is, linguistic engineering; (2) knowledge conceptualization which may be 
useful for linguists and developers and (3) new approaches for combining different 
problem solving techniques in NLP applications. They are strongly related, as 
explained below, requiring solutions like the one presented in this paper. 

Mature NLP technology currently achieves high levels of accuracy although 
some theoretical problems remain unanswered (Sparck Jones, 1996). In the last 
decade, new application areas (information extraction, text summarization, text 
categorization and others) have required more robust solutions (Cowie and Lehnert, 
1996). The objective of linguistic engineering is to use NLP techniques to solve 
large-scale and real world language processing problems (Cunningham et al., 
1997), using standard engineering methods, techniques and tools during the 
development process of a system so as to cope with heterogeneous and complex 
knowledge. There is ongoing research into software infrastructure, that is, linguistic 
engineering platforms that allow heterogeneous NLP modules to be evaluated and 
refined individually or to be combined into larger application systems. These 
include GATE (General Architecture for Text Engineering), (Cunningham et al., 
1997) and ALEP (Advanced Language Engineering Platform), (Simkins, 1994; 
Martinez 1995). 

The interdisciplinarity and complex nature of NLP mandates a satisfactory 
development framework for both linguists and software experts. The framework 
has to provide appropriate knowledge conceptualization as well as techniques to 
manage large amounts of linguistic information. It is necessary to use a 
methodological and modular approach that leads to the specification of a 
knowledge-based architecture with the required functionality. Its components 
should gradually incorporate morphological, syntactic, semantic and pragmatic 
knowledge, allowing experts to revise, modify and validate it. 

Different technologies and formalisms from Artificial Intelligence, and more 
recently, from statistics, psycholinguistics and other areas, have solved some 
specific NLP tasks (morphological tagging, parsing, etc.). Current NLP research 
emphasizes emerging application areas, where a diverse collection of free texts 
have to be superficially analyzed, rather than specific domains that allow deeper 
analysis (Delisle et al., 1996; Jacobs and Rau, 1993). Some new methods that 
combine shallow and deep analysis (Cowie and Lehnert, 1996) and partial and 
complete analysis of texts (Abney, 1996) are emerging. They try to provide more 
flexible control of linguistic processes. Such methods can be tested if adequate 
architecture conceptualizations and development environments are available. 
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This paper describes an approach to knowledge-based architecture design for 
developing NLP systems. We present a knowledge model developed from 
Knowledge Structure Manager (KSM) methodology (Cuena and Molina, 1997). 
Section 2 explains the basis of this cognitive architecture and the software 
environment used to develop it. Section 3 describes the knowledge model for a 
specific NLP application currently being developed to deal with database design 
from text interpretation. Finally, some conclusions are provided. 

2 DEVELOPMENT OF KNOWLEDGE-BASED APPLICATIONS 

Since the mid 90's, research on methodologies for knowledge-based systems design 
has expanded. KSM (Knowledge Structure Manager) (Cuena and Molina, 1997) is 
a methodology for knowledge-based systems design and implementation supported 
by a software environment that helps developers to build and execute a knowledge 
model for a particular application. It provides visual facilities with windows and 
graphics. This platform helps end-users access the knowledge structure of its 
application once it has been built, and to adapt it as needed. The KSM tool 
(http://www.isys.dia.fi.upm.es/-ksm) has been successfully applied to expert 
systems in other domains, such as traffic control and flood forecasting (Cuena et 
al., 1996). The approach presented in this paper has been developed to prove the 
feasibility of a knowledge-based methodology for linguistic engineering. 

This knowledge-oriented methodology establishes three steps in the life cycle of 
a knowledge model that can be performed in sequence or in a refinement process 
considering backward iterations. 

Phase 1: Knowledge level formulation 
This step consists of building a skeletal model that shows the knowledge 
organization and its role during the problem-solving process. Three views are used 
to describe a knowledge level model: knowledge area, task and method views. 

These three views lead to the central modeling primitive, an entity called a 
Knowledge Unit (KU), which behaves as a knowledge based agent. A KU is 
characterized by what it knows (knowledge area view described by a set of 
knowledge sub-areas) and what it is capable of (specified by a collection of tasks); 
that is, a body of knowledge that encapsulates both procedural and declarative 
knowledge. Figure 1 shows the KSM environment where the bottom-left window is 
a KU, further decomposed into three lower level KUs, and that provides a task. 
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Figure 1 KSM environment. 

Knowledge area view. It represents the declarative view of knowledge 
organization, showing how some knowledge bodies are included in others. The 
structure is represented by a tree, where leaves are primary knowledge areas. The 
top-left window in Figure I shows an example of a structure of knowledge areas 
(i.e., phrase syntactic knowledge). 

Task view. It represents the dynamic view, that is, the functional description of the 
knowledge model defining its competence or skills. The top-right window in Figure 
I shows a task decomposition tree (i.e., syntactic analysis guided by verbal 
preferences). To achieve its goal, a task requires tasks of its immediately lower 
level areas. 

Method view. To describe how a task is carried out, a method with a particular 
problem-solving strategy is defined. Each task has an associated method that 
represents a procedural formulation used to automatically deduce the sequence of 
calls to subtasks. KSM defines a high level language, the UNK language, to 
formalize and execute these problem-solving methods. Figure 2 contains a method 
template with three parts (arguments, data flow and control flow). 

The abstract model developed at this level should be independent of a particular 
symbolic representation and free of implementation references, allowing easy 
comprehension by domain experts. 
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KU <KU Name> METHOD <Method Name> 

ARGUMENTS 
INPUT <input arguments to the task to be solved by the method> 
OUTPUT <output arguments to the task to be solved by the method> 

DATA PLOW /* subtasks into which the task is decomposed */ 
(<KU name>) <subtask name> 

INPUT <subtask inputs> 
OUTPUT <subtask outputs> 

(<KU name>) <subtasks name> 
INPUT <subtask inputs> 
OUTPUT <subtask outputs> 

CONTROL PLOW I* production rules that represent the execution 
order of subtasks. In the LHS a set of conditions 
about intermediate status of task is included. In 
the RHS a sequence of specification of tasks 
execution is included */ 

START -> (<KU name>) <subtask name>, 
(<KU name>) <subtask name>, 

(<KU name>) <subtask name> IS <state subtask> -> 
(<KU name>) <subtask name>, 
(<KU name>) <subtask name>, 

(<KU name>) <subtask name> IS <state subtask> -> BND <state task>. 

Figure 2 LINK method. 

Phase 2: Knowledge representation selection 
The best symbolic representation and inference procedures for each particular 
primary KU are identified (such as rules, frames, etc.). To select the appropriate 
representation, KSM uses a primitive representation concept as the central reusable 
component. It can be understood as a knowledge-based software object that 
supports the definition of primary declarative and procedural knowledge. 

Phase 3: Model instantiation and refinement 
During this phase developers add specific knowledge to the knowledge bases of the 
model to operationalize the model and create the application. 

Some analogies with software engineering are: (a) task and method views are 
similar to the functional description used in the top-down methodology of 
structured analysis and design (Yourdon, 1989), where a process is systematically 
decomposed into simpler processes, creating a hierarchy; (b) Knowledge Units 
organization is similar to the object oriented principle (Rumbaugh, 1991) that 
encapsulates processes and data in intuitive entities. However, the organizational 
principles of knowledge models are more aimed at cognitive and human factors 
than software engineering is. 
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Knowledge Model Main Task View 
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Figure 3 Knowledge model. 

3 KNOWLEDGE MODEL FOR A LINGUISTIC APPLICATION 

The modeling methodology decomposes linguistic knowledge sources in 
specialized sub-areas to tackle the complexity problem. It focusses on cognitive 
architectures that allow for modularity, scalability and reusability. The 
methodology is operationalized with the KSM tool, allowing modular software 
development of real applications. A model in the domain of NLP systems for 
information extraction from written texts (Martinez and Garcfa-Serrano, 1997) has 
been developed with KSM. Figure 3 shows the top-level knowledge area, giving 
rise to the architecture being implemented. 

The criteria used to obtain this knowledge organization are: 
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• Linguistic knowledge sources (Morphology, Syntax and Semantics) are 
subdivided into specialized sub-areas to overcome their inherent complexity. 

• Use of different linguistic perspectives that represent various approaches of 
analysis that can be performed on a sentence or text, in accordance with domain 
dependent linguistic features. 

• Combination of complete and partial analysis, as well as shallow and deep 
analysis, to achieve adequate robustness. 

Root KU (Figure 3) includes all the system knowledge, structured into three 
lower level knowledge areas: the Morphology KU incorporating the linguistic 
knowledge that allows shallow linguistic analysis, the Linguistic Perspectives KU 
that performs deep linguistic analysis, and the Domain KU that performs domain 
dependent interpretation. These knowledge areas are further decomposed. The 
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Morphology Knowledge Structure 
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Figure 5 Morphology KU 

Generic Perspectives KU and Sublanguage Perspectives KU are located in the 
Linguistic Perspectives KU. The Syntax KU and Semantics KU are part of both the 
Generic and Sublanguage Perspectives KUs. 

Each knowledge area has associated functionality. The Semantics, Morphology 
and Syntax KUs are further decomposed. As an example, Figure 4 shows a partial 
view of Syntax KU. Figure 5 zooms in on the Morphology KU structure. 

Related to the task view, Figure 3 shows how the goal of the system (Interpret 
Sentence) is decomposed into several sub-tasks. A similar graph is defined for each 
task in the KSM by selecting a particular solution method. Figure 4 also shows the 
task view for Analyze verb with preference task (verb-based syntactic analysis) 
included in Simple Sentence Syntax KU. This task comprises three sub-tasks (Find 
verbal syntactic features, Refine and Confirm), all of them belonging to Simple 
Sentence Syntax KU sub-areas (Lexicon KU and Syntactic Verbal Hierarchy KU). 
Note that Syntax KU contains more tasks, but only one is shown. 

The Morphology KU handles part-of-speech tagging, partial analysis (grouping 
of tags in phrases) and obtaining verbal features of the sentence (voice, main verb, 
auxiliary verb, etc.). The Linguistic Perspectives KU defines the required 
knowledge to perform different types of linguistic analysis, avoiding a single 
sequential process. There are two kinds of perspectives: Generic Perspectives 
(general use of language) and Sublanguage Perspectives. As seen in Figure 3, both 
have syntactic and semantic knowledge. The structure supports preference-based 
and non preference-based linguistic analysis. The Linguistic Perspectives KU 
controls the analysis process using the most promising information. It is covered in 
the next section. The analysis is stored in a frame-based structure, which is 
interpreted by the Domain KU. 
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verbal_entry: incluir 
sx_features: 

f_pas: true 
f_only_pron: false 
f_pron: true 
f_mod: false 
f_aux: false 

meaning_list: { 
meaning: 

frame_id: #I 
f_aux_ser: false 
f_aux_estar: true 
f_sx_type: tr 
f_p_neededl: nil 
f_p_needed2: nil 
f_sem_type: state 
f_sem_fr: Loci 
f_pref: true 

Figure 6 Verbal lexical entry. 

meaning: 
frame_id: #2 
f_aux_ser: true 
f_aux_estar: true 
f_sx_type: bitr2 
f_p_neededl: nil 
f_p_needed2: en 
f_sem_type: action 
f_sem_fr: Loc4 
f_pref: false} 

The database design domain was chosen to illustrate the proposed architecture. 
This application is currently being developed as part of a project for database 
learning (De Miguel et al., 1996). The goal is to build a conceptual schema, similar 
to an Extended Entity-Relationship (EER) model, from descriptive texts in Spanish. 
Domain concepts that might be acquired from the text include: class, attribute of a 
class, association, attribute of an association, cardinality of a association, 
generalization, aggregation, etc. This knowledge is embodied in Domain KU which 
is structured in: Pragmatic KU, that relates semantic and syntactic knowledge to the 
concepts we want to acquire in the application domain and Case KU, that contains 
the partial schema being acquired from the current text. 

3.1 Control strategy: Linguistic Perspectives 

Because the main contribution of knowledge model depicted in Figure 3 is the use 
of linguistic perspectives, some details are given in this section. 

Perspectives were designed from an analysis of a 50 descriptive texts corpus, 
describing formulations from database models covering subjects that allowed us to 
identify various aspects, mainly semantic and syntactic, that might guide text 
interpretation. Six different Linguistic Perspectives are defined: Sublanguage 
perspectives (P1, P2, P3, P4) if they concern database design domain, and Generic 
perspectives (P5, P6) otherwise. 

Style-specific patterns (PI) P1 is a set of syntactic patterns that are prototypical 
of the domain texts. They hold some conventions used to represent particular 
meanings. For instance, in the database domain, it is usual to observe the structure 
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np ( np I np I _ • • np) embedded in a sentence (where np is a noun phrase). 
This construction describes the attributes of a class in brackets, following the name 
of the class, as in " ... empleado ( DNI, nombre, telefono) ... ". Once such a pattern is 
detected, semantic analysis of a style-specific pattern tries to find its meaning by 
examining its components. 

Complex patterns (P2) They are related to ellipsis and conjunction constructions 
in which there is a verb. Through the study of the corpora, we can find significant 
sentence structures that provide useful cues. For instance, the pattern np vg np I 
np I ••• cc np ), (where vg is a verbal group -main and auxiliary verbs-, cc is 
the conjunction and) is commonly used to relate a class to its attributes with certain 
verbs, as in "un empleado tiene un DNI, un nombre y un te/efono". Once a complex 
pattern is matched, a semantic analysis is performed. 

Keywords (P3) A set of words (non verbs) with lexical preference in this domain 
constitutes this perspective. These words have unique meanings that help to 
understand a sentence or phrase. For some keywords, it is possible to activate 
patterns that raise some expectations about finding likely elements around the 
keyword. For instance, keywords in the database domain are: "c6digo", 
"identificador'', "nombre", etc. 

Verbs with semantic preference (P4) P4 concerns verbs that have a lexical 
preference in the domain. These verbs appear in database descriptive texts 
(generally designating structural relations among concepts). Verbal semantic 
preferences allow us to start a semantic-based analysis. Since preferential verbal 
semantic schema (containing semantic roles of arguments required by the verb) is 
identified in the verbal lexical entry, and the syntactic complements associated with 
semantic roles are also known, the next step would be to use syntactic knowledge to 
look for syntactic functions in the sentence and to fill semantic roles. For instance, 
the Spanish verb "disponer'' can denote: to give instructions, to prepare, to possess. 
The latter is the preferred meaning. It is important to stress that the semantic verbal 
classification (included in Semantics KU) is general enough to be migrated to 
another domain. 

Verbs without semantic preference (PS) Because each descriptive text can 
illustrate a different universe of discourse, verbs without semantic preferences are 
commonly used. For these verbs, all their meanings have to be in the lexicon. In 
this case, a syntactic analysis is started by selecting one of their verbal syntactic 
frames. Once the syntactic frame that best fits the sentence is found, its 
corresponding semantic frame provides the semantic roles to be filled by syntactic 
complements. This perspective is activated for specific verbs in the universe of 
discourse being modeled. For instance, verbs such as "comprar", "publicar", etc. 
do not have lexical preferences. 
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Phrase-based patterns (P6) Finally, several nominal phrase patterns compound 
this perspective. It is used to set relationships among components of a noun phrase 
if a given segment of a sentence has not been used in previous perspectives. 
Relations between a noun and an adjective are of special interest. For instance, 
"empleado titulado" can inform about a special type of employee. 

As shown above, linguistic perspectives are focused on syntactic or semantic 
aspects that provide important clues to be followed. Table 1 summarizes the 
characteristics of Linguistic Perspectives. 

Table 1 Linguistic Perspectives 

PI P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 
Type sub- sub- sub- sub- generic generic 

language language language language 
Process 
driven by ... syntax syntax semantics semantics syntax syntax 

Sequence1 MP-SX-SM- MP-SX-SM- MP-SM-PR MP-SM-SX- MP-SX- MP-SX-
PR PR PR SM-PR SM-PR 

Scope phrase sentence word/phrase sentence sentence phrase 

3.2 Database conceptual modeling from text descriptions 

We show how the proposed cognitive model (Figure 3) works when analyzing a 
sentence from the corpus. The results of linguistic analysis are stored in a frame
based structure (not shown for space reasons). The sample sentence is: 

"Una titulaci6n (nombre, creditos) incluye varias asignaturas" 
(A degree (name, credits) includes several subjects) 

First, a Shallow Linguistic Analysis task is performed. The result (sequence of 
phrase [tag (word), .tag (word), .... ] where PM is punctuation mark) is: 

NPt[arcafs(una), ncfs(titulaci6n)] PM2[1p( ( )] 
NP3[ncms(nombre)1PM4[cm(,)]NPS[ncmp(creditos)] PM6[rp() )] 
v67[ vlpi3s(incluye)] NPS[ quxfp( varias ), ncfp( asignaturas)] 

The sequence of segments is: NPl PM2 NP3 PM4 NPS PM6 VG7 NPB, and 
features of verbal group are voice=active, main= "incluir", aux=nil. 

1 It concerns the order of application of different linguistic knowledge sources: SX is syntax, SM is 
semantics, MP is morphology and PR is pragmatics. 
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Figure 7 Analyze P4 task 
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The previous structure is 
inspected to find any feature that 
may activate one or more linguistic 
perspectives by Check Perspectives 
task. In this example, two possible 
perspectives arise: P2 because a 
style-specific pattern is matched 
(NPl PM2 NP3 PM4 NP5 PM6 

sequence) and P4 because the main 
verb (to include) belongs to the sub
language, i.e., it has a semantic 
preference. Lexicon KU contains 
the lexical root "incluir" as a verbal 
entry, shown in Figure 6 as a frame-
based description. It has two 

meanings, the first is preferred (frame_id= #1). After several tasks (beyond the 
scope of this paper) that order and prepare the scope of the selected perspectives, 
both are selected for activation. As shown in Table 1, Pl continues analyzing the 
pattern semantically and its output is an enumeration of common nouns. 

Figure 7 shows in detail how the Analyze P4 task is subdivided into sub-tasks. 

Una titulaci6n fnombre. creditos) incluye varias asignaturas 
Pl P4 

Analyze preferential verbal semantics task calls a subtask to look for verbal 
semantic features in the lexicon. Then, Analyze preferential verbal semantic 
schema task is in charge of extracting the semantic roles of the verb from a 

Verb 

semantic verbal hierarchy (partially 
shown in Figure 8). 

The preferential semantics of the 
verb "incluir" is stative 
(f_sem_type=state) and locative 
(f_sem_fr=Locl) frame with two 
roles: Loc (locative) and Obj (object). 
These roles have associated syntactic 
complements that fulfil them, Subject 
and Complement (Compl). 

Next, Analyze preferent syntactic 
construction task (Figure 4) examines 

Loc= head (Subject) where: the syntactic structure of the sentence 
Obj= head (Compl) Compl= DiiObj or PrepComp by inspecting a verbal syntactic 

hierarchy and locates syntactic 

Figure 8 Semantic verbal hierarchy 
complements from sentence phrases 
(NPl VG7 NP8). In our example, for 
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an active sentence (voice=active) and transitive schema (f_sx_type=tr), two 
syntactic complements are required: Subject and direct object (DirObj) that are 
located by Find subject_Dir_Obj task (Subject=NPI, DirObj= NP8). 

Finally, the correspondence of roles is made by checking the semantic 
constraints of verbal arguments (Loc= "titulaci6n" and Obj="asignaturas"). The 
Interpret Linguistic Analysis task selects various domain concepts depending on 
pragmatic knowledge. With the previous sentence, pragmatic analysis (concepts of 
an EER model) of PI leads to definition of two alternatives. Pragmatic analysis of 
P4 assigns an aggregation relationship to stative and locative verbs. The results are 
as follows. 

Alternative I for P1: Definition of the attributes of a class: 
Class: titulaci6n; attributes: nombre, creditos. 

Alternative 2 for P1: Definition of values of an attribute: 
Attribute: titulaci6n ; values: nombre, creditos . 

Alternative 1 for P4: Aggregation relationship: 
aggregation-association: incluir; whole : titulaci6n ; parts : asignatura . 

Domain knowledge proposes the best interpretation taking into account 
interactions among all sentences of the input text. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

This paper describes a knowledge based approach to design linguistic applications 
using KSM methodology. Heterogeneous and complex linguistic knowledge 
sources, such as morphology, syntax and semantics and domain specific 
knowledge, are currently being implemented. The cognitive system supports a non 
deterministic control of the linguistic processes involved in text analysis to make 
use of the most promising techniques and to allow information to be processed in 
parallel. The modularity of the system simplifies review of the embedded 
knowledge by experts and provides scalability of the system, allowing addition of 
new linguistic phenomena to expand system capabilities. 
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